
Inspection systems sub Cable / RF

Handiscope & Televideo
It is a RF video transmission system for periodic or constant survey in particular areas.
The system is made by a trasmitting module to terminate the umbilical camera cable and by a
control unit endowed of a liquid christal monitor and feeded by a batteries series that allowes
the total autonomy.
A second video output allows the connection with an external monitor
OPERATIVE RANGE: 200/400 mt

  

 

  

Underwater Color Video System  
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Inspection systems sub Cable / RF

  Versione CL-7014-92-2  Version with "ballast" single stabilizer for shooting in vertical / horizontal position, to use depthof 50 meters. The kit includes: color camera, color LCD monitor 7 ", including the lens hood anda remote control, connection cables, battery charger and rechargeable battery. The camera canbe connected to TV, VCR, LCD TV or any camcorder with an A / V input for recording to othermedia types, like hard drive, cards, etc. ... use in the boat without the need of connectingelectrical systems to cable, but using the rechargeable battery included.   

    Versione CL-7014-92U-2  Version with "ballast stabilizer for double shooting in a horizontal position to use depth of 50meters. The kit includes: color camera, color LCD monitor 7", including the lens hood and aremote control, connection cables, battery charger and rechargeable battery. The camera canbe connected to TV, VCR, LCD TV or any camcorder with an A / V input for recording to othermedia types, like hard drive, card, etc ... The use is both land and underwater, as yourcamcorder and cable are hermetically sealed. used boat without electrical connection cablesystems, but by the rechargeable battery included.     Underwater Video System B/N    

  Versione  CL CCD-CR109    Inspection system for underwater lighting IR LED infrared. For shooting even in the absence oflight, up to 8m away. 50mt depth use. With "Ballast" stabilizer trim single shooting in bothhorizontal and vertical position. The kit includes: high-resolution camera 420TV lines, 5.7Monitor ", a rechargeable battery with autonomy of 6 hours and battery charger, lens hood,carrying case. Used boat without connecting electrical cable systems, but by the rechargeablebattery.           
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